Threat Intelligence
and Analytics
Facing threats by
diving into them

Building secure organisations
The Cyber sector has expanded over the past
few years and its importance in organisations
has increased significantly. Cyber risks
comprise one of the greatest threats that
organisations have to face nowadays.
Given that companies cannot prevent
all cyber incidents, they need to be
secure, vigilant, and resilient. With many
organisations today already breached by
cyberattackers—and with many unaware of
these breaches—realistically assessing your

organisation’s changing risk profile becomes
critical to help determine what levels and
types of cyber risk are acceptable.
Adopting this secure, vigilant and resilient
approach to cyber is a key step towards
helping leaders to continue driving
performance in their organisations. Deloitte’s
Cyber Risk professionals around the world
can guide you on that journey, and help you
to transform your organisation into a place
where risk powers performance.
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Definition of Threat Intelligence
and Analytics
All cyber attacks share a common procedure
that includes the identification of the victim
and the tool, and the preparation of the
infrastructure. Threat Intelligence services will
help organisations to detect attacks before
and during these phases.
Threat Intelligence monitors, collects and
analyses events that may become a threat
to an organisation. The provided intelligence

enables the establishment of defensive
actions and prevention measures.
Through the provision of solutions, both
inside and outside the perimeter, and the
use of other EMEA SOC and Deloitte Global
Intelligence Network services, clients can
reach an advanced maturity level regarding
information security.
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What does Threat Intelligence and
Analytics offer?
Deloitte’s Threat Intelligence and Analytics service provides
organisations with the intelligence and visibility required to improve
the protection of sensitive information and critical infrastructures.
We therefore provide our clients with a strategic defence of
their business, efficient management of emerging threats, and
improvement to their response capabilities.
Our Cyber Intelligence Center offers up to six different solutions to
meet our client’s varying requirements.

MANAGED ANTI-APT
We improve detection capabilities by providing performance intelligence, context
and recommendations. As an added value, Deloitte Cyber Incident Response
team can be included to assist our clients when conducting researches and
performing remediation actions.

WEB MALWARE
We analyse the organisation’s websites to detect whether they are distributing
malware to real visitors, therefore preventing any negative impact on the client.

MULTI-SANDBOX MALWARE ANALYSIS
Our team uses internal developments to automatically contrast (from a malware
or URL sample) the results provided by the sandboxing solutions deployed in our
SOC.

REAL TIME SHARED INTELLIGENCE
The service is oriented so that it takes advantage of the intelligence feeds that bring
real value to the organisation. For this, the service has three different phases:
–– Consulting
–– Deployment. Through a platform that centralises intelligence
–– Information design and visualisation

MOBILE APPS VIGILANCE
We monitor legitimate applications, developed or not by the client, published
in official and unofficial markets. We create update notifications about new
unauthorised publications or publications that are related to the entity but have
been published by third parties.

CYBER THREATS INTELLIGENCE (CTI)
We provide solutions for events occurring outside the perimeter of organisations.
The service includes critical event notifications, tailored investigations and service
reports. Using this information, we are able to monitor the evolution, trends and
effectiveness of the adopted measures.
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